News & Notes
January 2013

From the President
Greetings to all for the 2013 New Year!
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Judy Fjell
Helena, MT

As this new year begins I am feeling such a sense
of pride in our organization and the activities of our
members. It doesn't take much sleuthing to find
among us a widespread and deep dedication to
teaching and learning. It is clearly visible in our new
website look, our beautiful newsletter, and our
ongoing conversations on Facebook about lesson
and teaching ideas. It has been made manifest
through the twenty years of hard work of members,
elected leaders, board members, and conference
planners.

A tremendous amount of Music EdVentures activity is carried on behind
the scenes. For the past several months Terolle Turnham and Anne
Mendenhall have been leading the way for our 2013 Minnesota
conference. Leah Steffen has been "learning the ropes" as the
President-Elect Apprentice of Music EdVentures. Marilyn Winter and
Tony Williamson have been reviewing our bylaws and preparing a new
policy and procedures manual. Pam Vellutini continually develops and
keeps vigil on our website. Anna Langness, even while teaching at
Oberlin in Peggy Bennett's absence, has found time to keep track of our
treasury, assemble the monthly newsletter, and prepare the registration
form for this year's conference. Peggy and her 2011 and 2012 EPs
communicate regularly. And I, as president, have endeavored to support
and direct MEI activities by keeping an eye on our vision and a gentle
hand on our committees.
What is the source of this dedication? What inspires all of us in our
EdVentures activities year after year? Of course there is our commitment
as individual teachers, but there is an equally important element not to
be overlooked -- our community of connections. It is the experience of
knowing each other face to face which feeds us. Some of our members
have chosen to be together in workshops, classes, and conferences for
over forty years!
Currently, the main way we create these deep connections is by getting
together at our annual conference. Many of us carry out our daily
teaching with colleagues who know little of the depth of our principles
and practices. But once a year we have the opportunity to play and sing
with like-minded professionals who can stimulate us with more than a
year full of ideas.
cont’d

I invite you to register now for the 2013 conference. If you need financial assistance to make it possible to
come, please do not hesitate to ask. There are resources available to help you. We want each of you to be part
of our living community, making your contribution, no matter how long or briefly you have been with MEI.
Newcomers are welcome! Our annual conference is the lifeblood of our organization and a way to infuse your
own teaching with energy and ideas for the upcoming year.
See you in April!
Judy Fjell
Music EdVentures President

SongWorks

Would a little STIMULUS $ make a difference?
Would a scholarship or grant be just the thing to help you attend?

"Refresh, Rethink, Refine"
MUSIC EDVENTURES CONFERENCE

2013

INNEAPOLIS

DIANNE LUKAS SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS AVAILABLE.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS FEBRUARY 1.

To apply, write to MEI President Judy Fjell with the following information:
Hello, Judy and Members of the Scholarship Committee,
I am a member of Music EdVentures, Inc. I am applying for a Dianne Lukas Scholarship or Travel Grant for the
Music EdVentures Conference April 3-6 in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Name _____________________________________
Address _____________________________________ City, State _____________________________________
Email _____________________________________ Phone number ___________________________________
INFORMATION ABOUT YOU, THE APPLICANT:
School or institution of employment _____________________________________ Years you have taught _______
Main interest in the field of education _____________________________________
How you anticipate that this conference will positively affect your teaching
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Additional relevant information:
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

I am applying for:
_______ Scholarship !

!

_______ Travel Grant!

!

_______ Registration Fee Waiver

I will be receiving $ ___________ in additional assistance from the following source(s) to attend the conference:
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Send to Judy Fjell at judyfjell@mac.com
Questions: Contact her at (406)930-1650 or at the email address above.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!!!!!Descriptions
!

of Conference Topics!!

! Choral Settings!"!Refresh,(Rethink,(and(Refine!
•!How!do!SongWorks!strategies!apply!in!a!choral!setting?!
•!Experience!a!choral!setting!Thursday!and!Friday!to!address!these!strategies.!

! Sound to Symbol Process -!Refresh,(Rethink,(and(Refine!
•!Being!a!reader!is!the!result!of!practice!and!skill!development.!
•!What!best!practices!do!classroom!teachers,!music!teachers!and!teachers!of!!
!!!English!Language!Learners!share?!
•!Observe!primary!and!intermediate!demonstration!classes!with!a!classroom!focus,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!then!a!music!study!focus.!
! Drumming from Language!/(Refresh,(Rethink,(and(Refine(
•!Experience!the!language!of!drumming!in!relationship!to!SongWorks!!
!!!strategies!and!principles.!
•!Use!drumming!in!ensemble!performance.!
•!Drum!for!fun!in!the!evening!option.!
!
! Talking about SongWorks!"!Refresh,(Rethink,(and(Refine!
•!Why!do!we!move,!antiphon,!chin,!song!dot,!map,!read!formbooks!in!our!study?!
•!What!is!in!the!best!interest!of!children!given!the!short!time!we!have!with!students?!
•!How!can!we!talk!to!colleagues!about!these!techniques!and!strategies!when!they!!!!!
!!!have!training!and!perspectives!that!are!different!from!SongWorks?!
!
! Developing a SongWorks Curriculum "!Refresh,(Rethink,(and(Refine!
•!Examine!sturdy!song!material!common!to!our!work!scaffolding!skill!development.!
•!Through!group!discussion,!build!a!framework!for!primary!and!intermediate!age!
!!!learners.!

SongWorks
"Refresh, Rethink, Refine"
MUSIC EDVENTURES CONFERENCE

2013

APRIL 4-6 MINNEAPOLIS

HOLIDAY INN BLOOMINGTON I-35W
Free Shuttle Ride to/from MSP
and Mall of America
Conference begins 9AM Thursday, April 4
and ends at 4PM on Saturday, April 6

2013 Music EdVentures Conference REGISTRATION

FORM

Name _____________________________________________ Phone _________________________
Address _______________________________________________ City ________________________
State/Prov _____ Zip/Postal Code _________ Email _______________________________________
I teach ____ Music

____ Classroom

CONFERENCE FEES:
_____ $170
_____ $210
_____ $100
_____ $ 75
_____ $110

____ Preschool

____ ESL

_____ Other (__________)

(Luncheons included in this fee) ($ amounts are the same whether paying in CAD or USD)

Members
Non-Members
Retirees
Students (Covers luncheons, gratuity, and tax)
One Day (Includes sessions, luncheon, 1 year complimentary membership)

FRIDAY NIGHT BANQUET: Great opportunities to dine and share ideas with your professional colleagues
_____ $40 (includes gratuity and tax)

MEMBERSHIP DUES:
_____ $45 Regular _____ $75 Sustaining _____ $100 Patron _____ $20 Student

TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATION:
_____ I am enclosing $______ (for scholarships to the Music EdVentures Conference)

SCHOLARSHIP AND TRAVEL GRANTS: See www.musicedventures.org for application
forms for conference travel grants and scholarships.

OTHER:
_____ I'd like contact information for others interested in sharing hotel rooms.
My diet is ____ No restrictions

____ Vegetarian

____ Vegan

____ Dairy Free

____ Gluten Free

Mail your registration form and check in USD by March 1. Send form and check to: Anna Langness 1179
Lilac St. Broomfield, CO 80020

TOTAL PAID $ ______________ CHECK NUMBER _________ (Payable to Music EdVentures, Inc.)

CONFERENCE LOCATION:
Holiday Inn Bloomington I-35W, 1201 W. 94th Street, Bloomington, MN 55431
Direct Phone: 952-884-8211
Free shuttle to/from MSP airport and Mall of America Music EdVentures rooms: $79+tax

Come, Let’s Play!
“Stuart Brown on Play”
by Marilyn Winter

On a flight a few years ago I was pleasantly surprised to
find an article about Play in the Delta Sky Miles Magazine.
This article has many thoughts that parallel beliefs held by
Music EdVentures educators. I kept the article in my files
and came across it last week.
Many of the beliefs in this article on Play came from Stuart
Brown, a medical doctor, psychiatrist and founder of the
Carmel Valley, California-based National Institute for Play.
I’d like to share with you notions from this article.
Marilyn Winter
MEI Past President
Sun City, AZ

• Not only can play be beneficial, it’s actually essential:
“Humans are designed by biology to play throughout their
entire life cycle. For a lot of animals . . . Play pretty much
disappears (when they’re grown). For humans, it doesn’t.
The drive for it is less in adulthood, but it’s still there.”
• Play, “is not cognitive, linear thinking. And it’s not sleep and dreams. But it’s kind of the
bridge between those. And it emanates from deep centers in the brain that are largely
about feeling and survival.”
• “Play seems to help the brain adapt and improvise when unexpected challenges arise.”
• Some of the highest achievers in business, science, and the arts have some of the
richest histories of play throughout their lives. “Either through their parents or through
their own initiative, many successful people have maintained a common thread between
early natural play tendencies and what they do in their adult lives. For some, the workplay separation is virtually non-existent.”
• So what is play? (according to Brown)
Play is something done for its own sake and it is voluntary.
There’s an inherent attraction to play.
The player experiences a kind of freedom from time and perhaps loses
track of his or her own self.
Play is open to improvisation.
When finishing, play leaves some to want to do more. §

TIP

song, game, history,
study

Darby Town (The Derby Ram)

Eiko Oyoko
Director, Osaka
English EdVentures
Nara City, Japan

At the beginning of September, the regular meeting of EdVentures Osaka
was held. I took the song "Darby Town," one of the songs Anna Langness
taught in our 2012 Summer Seminar, in order that all members might have
a chance to review. Another reason to study that song was that most of the Osaka members hadn't
known this song previously.
First, I made eight actions for the song. This song is very difficult to sing for the Japanese, because
there is no repetition. There are many different words in the song. When we sing this kind of difficult
song, a series of movements helps us to sing it. After practicing the song with movements, we played
two of the SongWorks games from the summer—finding a partner game and the name game with a
ball. (see MEI News, August 2012, p.5)
As I went down to Darby Town, “twas on a summer’s day.
I saw the finest ram, Sir, that ever was fed on hay.
And if you don’t believe me, and think I tell a lie,
Just you go down to Darby Town, and see the same as I.
Refrain: Tra-la, la, la, la la la la, Tra-la, la, la, la, la. . .

Next, I introduced a new game which I had come up with. The game is as follows:
Everyone stands in a circle with his or her eyes closed. A sticker of
a ram is needed. When the song begins, the one-who-is-it walks
around outside the circle, touching each person on the back. The
one-who-is-it puts the ram sticker on the back of one person during
the song. The person with the ram sticker on will be the finest ram.
(Everyone in a circle thinks that he or she might be the "ram" by
being touched by the one-who-is-it.) During the chinning of "tra la la
la la. . ." everyone walks around freely looking at the backs of the
others — everyone looks for the finest ram— and gets back in the
original circle formation by the end of the chinning. The person who
thinks that he or she is a ram—he or she has the ram sticker on his
or her back—poses as a ram, saying "Baa."
This game was more exciting and pleasing than I had expected and led us to many turns of singing
the song. We all enjoyed it like children. By playing it, we found that the persons in a circle could
focus on singing the words all the more when they were being touched, because they kept still in
their own place with their eyes closed. The chinning didn't prevent us from walking around, looking at
the others' backs. It would have been difficult for us to sing the words of the song while looking for
the ram. The chinning was just right for looking for something.§
cont’d

Historical connection
There are many and various different
versions of the old folk song "The Derby
Ram," but they all have in common,
references to the enormous size of the
creature. This example, despite its
weathered look, is a relatively recent
addition to the Derby's city centre. It has fast
become a focal point and an easy reference
for a meeting place "I'll see you at the Ram."

http://www.ilkcam.com/2002/020310/Derby%20Ram.html

Background of the Song
“Derby Ram” is an England/American Colonial folk song that describes a humongous ram in the town
of Derby. The song is obviously an exaggeration of a ram seen in Derby, England, on a market day.
The origin of this ballad is uncertain, but it is more than 200 years old. It was set to music by either
Dr. John Wall Callcott, a Londoner (1776-1821), or his son William Hutchings Callcott (1807-1882).
Llewellyn Jewitt wrote about the song in his book The Ballads and Songs of Derbyshire of 1867.
The Derby Ram was the mascot of Derby County, England. In 1855, the Derby Militia took a ram as
their mascot, and it would march their drills with them. The Derby Ram is known to people throughout
the world and continues to be prominent in the town of Derby. Walking through the town of Derby
today, one can find statues, shirts, and various memorabilia devoted to the beloved Derby Ram.
Many versions of “Derby Ram” have been sung over the decades. Like many other English folk
tunes, “Derby Ram” made its way to America. In America, it evolved over time into a ragtime classic
and even a jazz classic entitled “Oh, Didn’t He Ramble.” This old English ballad is said to have been
a favorite song of George Washington. Stories have been recorded of General Washington taking
children on his knee and singing this song.
http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/earam.arts.music.derbyram/

Note:
In this link, folksinger Mike Seeger sings a variant of the tune and text.
The Derby Ram is similar to the Tall Tale of Paul Bunyan. The original verses continued to describe
with great exaggeration various things that could be made from parts of the ram. For today’s children,
who have no connection with such processes, the exaggerations are simply gruesome. Therefore,
we use only one or two verses.

cont’d

Analysis for Music Study
Structure: verse, refrain
Phrase form: A B A B
Meter: 6/8 (triple division of the beat)
Rhythm patterns:
Notice how the rhythm fits the language patterns. Every language chunk begins with an
anacrusis, which is typical of English and a song that is telling a story.
Write notation above each word group rather than the syllables as shown below.
(di Du di Du)
(di Du di Du)
( di Du
di Du
di Du)
(As I went down) (to Darby town) (‘twas on a sum-mer’s day)
(di Du di Du di Du di Du) ( di Du da di Du di Du)
(I saw the fin-est ram_, Sir) (that ev-er was fed on hay)
Tonal patterns:
Sing the whole song with solfa. Introduce as shown below.
Examine the cadences -- octave range, outlines a tonic chord, and a diatonic scale.
( S, D
DD M S)
( D S, S, L,
T, D )
(and think I tell a lie) (and see the same as I )
Sing the whole song with tonal syllables.
Chin the song, antiphon as you add syllables for one color at a time.
A visual of the Solfa Ladder (vertical or horizontal visual) helps build awareness
of the tonal relationships.
Solfa Ladder
L
S
M
R
D
T,
L,
S,

S,D DD DL, S,S,

S,D DD MS

SL SM MR DD

DS,S,S,L, T,D

S,D DD DL, S,S,

S,D DD MS

SL SM MR DD

DS, S,L, T,D

	
  
Folksong study:
Comparison of folksong variants can be interesting study for older children. Note the
different titles, Darby Town or The Derby Ram, two distinctly different melodies and
different text for the refrain, then notice why the rhythm remains nearly the same.

MN Music EdVentures Inservice Project
Taylors Falls Schools, November 9, 2012
Workshop Review
What’s in a Song?: A Workshop for Classroom Teachers
What could appeal to a classroom teacher about A-Hunting We Will Go? Unlike a music teacher, a
classroom teacher might not name the form, sol-fa patterns or rhythmic chunks of the song. But
classroom teachers would likely notice that A-Hunting We Will Go could help students identify
rhyming words. Looking for word endings that are the same helps readers locate and practice
rhyming words; fox, box, cat, hat, snake and cake. Have you ever used this version of A-Hunting We
Will Go?
A-hunting we will go.
A-hunting we will go.
We’ll catch a little snake and put him in a cake and then we’ll let him go.
Just imagine the story line that a child could develop from that rhyming combination!

Playing A Hunting . . .

In an early November workshop, directed by Leah Steffen with
assistance from Terolle Turnham and Anne Mendenhall, teachers from
Taylor’s Falls Elementary in Minnesota (Early Childhood through 5th
grade classroom teachers, media, physical education, speech, and
reading specialists) discovered what a joy it was to sing and play AHunting We Will Go. After playing several repetitions of the game,
participants discussed the experience in terms of language, cognitive,
aesthetic/musical, physical and social/emotional elements. These
teachers observed a wide range of experiences and reactions: laughter
from the group, anticipation, patience, nervousness, introvert and
extrovert personalities, listening, following directions, giving directions,
rhyming, prediction, story elements, literal meanings, phonetic
awareness, vocabulary, imagination, questioning techniques, words
connected to a specific action, cues to frame behavior and total
engagement.
A most important realization by the teachers was their awareness of
how using song in the classroom seems to change the environment.
Playful experiences with a song often infuses humor, extends
vocabulary, fosters positive social interaction, builds community and
ultimately provides
groundwork for more in
depth study and skill
development, according to
workshop participants.

During their game of Down the River, teachers
discovered that the song was a wonderful vehicle to
teach a 5th grade social studies vocabulary unit. Words
such as mountain range, river, tributary, wave, island,
peninsula, gulf and delta were all taught through
introduction of the song and game. Antiphonning
focused attention on the text to encourage questioning
that would introduce vocabulary words. During the
chorus of this song, two lines of people face each other

DIscussing what happened in the game

(the river) and a “head couple” (a boat) moves down the river to the end of the lines. Ending with
“wringing the dishrag” on the last word of the chorus, anchored the song in the minds of the
participants.
Paw Paw Patch (alias Pumpkin Patch) provided the framework for teaching and practicing
comprehension skills: What was the beginning of the story about? What happened in the middle of
the story, and how did the story end? Antiphonning once again helped singers zero in on specific
parts of the text to come to an understanding of the story parts. Song study for Paw Paw Patch was
further enhanced by playing a game of memory (identifying the missing person at the end of verse
three). Workshops leaders also presented ideographs to demonstrate how visuals (graphics,
symbols) could quickly show parts of a story as well as teach
new vocabulary.
The music teacher and a 2nd grade teacher developed some
interesting verses to teach vocabulary.
Picking up prairie grass, put ‘em in their nostrils.
Picking up prairie grass, put ‘em in their nostrils.
Picking up prairie grass, put ‘em in their nostrils.
Way down yonder in the muddy pond.

Come on herd, let’s go find her.
Come on herd, let’s go find her.
Come on herd, let’s go find her.
Way down yonder in the muddy pond.

The two-hour workshop ended with a rousing game of Chicken
on a Fencepost. This game was a perfect example of how
movement energizes and renews the mind. Teachers remarked
how this game would certainly revive a sluggish class and re-fire
students’ (and teachers’) brains.
Educators left this workshop with an avenue to connect folk
songs and SongWorks strategies with elements of language arts
(comprehension, accuracy, fluency and expanding vocabulary.)
To support teachers in their classroom, scripts were provided for
each song game.
Lists of songs that the students have experienced in music
were organized by the music specialist and related to the
grade level language arts categories.
Example: Grade 1
Comprehension
Hot Cross Buns
Polly Put the Kettle On
Scotland’s Burning
Hot Cross Buns

Rhyming
A Hunting We Will Go
The Button and the Key
Fly Away Little Birdie

Prediction
Clickety Clack
Come and Follow Me
Fly Away Little Birdie
Penny Song

Interesting Words/Vocabulary
Circle Left
Polly Put the Kettle On
Roll That Brown Jug
Row Your Boat
Windy Weather

Inspire Writing
Bluebird
Clickety Clack
Fly Away Little Birdie
Going Downtown
Scotland’s Burning
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Ground Hog

Together, the media and music specialists prepared a site where teachers can
1) access their grade level Reading Skills List,
2) view a printed version of the melody and text for each song,
3) read an explanation for each song activity, and
4) click on an icon to hear the song.
Participants implemented their experiences in various ways as a result of this workshop:
1) the media specialist used a song to introduce a book she was reading to her kindergarten
students,
2) a third grade teacher used A Hunting We will Go to introduce a language arts skill as well
as provide a focused break during reading instruction,
3) early childhood teachers requested resources to start using nursery rhymes in their
lessons.
The following are comments sent to the music specialist after the workshop:
I wanted to say thank you for inviting me to be
part of the Music EdVenture's session last Friday.
I wished I could have stayed. I'm glad to read
such wonderful feedback. We should work on a
mid-year check to see if any of them try the
strategies in their classes. This is something we
could broaden throughout the district if they are
finding real value (and I bet they do) in the
strategies.
Sarah - Curriculum Director of Chisago
Lakes School District

Truly a professional presentation and I
learned so much. Thank you so much. It
was a blast!
Carrie - fifth grade teacher

Thanks for all the information and the fun
session on Friday! It was without a doubt
one of the absolute best workshops I have
been to in some time. Having taken piano
lessons from youth through college, not to
mention my love of music in general, I truly
appreciate the value of music in my life
everyday. Using it as a means to teach so
many areas of learning at once is exciting.
Peg - Early Childhood

That was the best staff development I have
ever been to!!!!! Have a good week.
Stephanie - Early Childhood

I definitely found activities I will do in my lessons.
Amy - Physical Education Specialist

I wanted to let you know that I found your session valuable, too. I already use a few songs with
the kindergartners and this gives me more ideas for how to integrate songs in the future. I like
that you gave us copies of the words, too. That helps us who have difficulties understanding/
hearing the lyrics.
Mary - Media Integration Specialist

REPORT FROM MEI LEADERSHIP

Our	
  Presidential	
  Team	
  at	
  Work
by Marilyn Winter

The Music EdVentures Presidential Team, Judy Fjell, Terolle Turnham, Marilyn Winter and
Leah Steffen met via Skype on December 8, 2012. On the agenda were the following
subjects:
• Earlier this year, Judy Fjell, requested that our bylaws be reviewed with the idea of
sorting out what should be in the bylaws and what should be in a policies and
procedures documents. Marilyn Winter and Tony Williamson met in Seattle in July,
reviewing the bylaws. After that meeting, Marilyn worked on a first draft of a new
bylaws document. A copy of that document was sent to the members of the
Presidential Team to be further "tweaked," and then submitted to the membership at
our annual Membership Meeting for approval.
• Discussion focused on what we, as a team, need to submit to the January
Newsletter.
• The need to elicit applications for our next President-Elect Apprentice, (See article
and application form within this newsletter.)
• Discussion took place concerning MEI grants/scholarships and fellowships (budget,
application, granting).
• Establishing a mentor networking within our organization (This matter will be
referred to Kari Wendroth, our Outreach Chair).
• Establishing a Certification in SongWorks teaching strategies and techniques.
Marilyn and Judy are working on guidelines for this. A copy of our work was sent to
Terolle and Leah.
• Terolle and Leah reported on their conference endeavors. They will have a brief
conference description ready for the January newsletter with more details to follow in
later newsletters

We are thrilled with the concept of our executive officers working as a team. The addition of
the President-Elect Apprentice, Leah, has given us considerable insight into how our newer
members understand the workings of Music EdVentures, Inc. Thank you, Leah, for the
insightful offerings you have given our team.

Looking for Our Second
President-Elect Apprentice
by Marilyn Winter, MEI Past President

First, a bit of information about this new MEI position, President-Elect Apprentice.
With the recent change in our bylaws stating that Music EdVentures officers’ term of
office will be for one year only, it was decided we needed to help the President-Elect
become informed of the workings of our organization before he or she is suddenly
faced with planning a conference. So we established the position of President-Elect
Apprentice.
Earlier this year, we were so very fortunate that Leah Steffen applied and was
appointed as our first President-Elect Apprentice. With this appointment, Leah
became a member of the Presidential Team and has been included in all
Presidential communications as well as serving as the secretary of the Team.
Now, as a new MEI year approaches, Judy Fjell will move to Immediate Past
President, Terolle Turnham to President and Leah Steffen, with approval of the
board, will move to President-Elect. So this leaves us in need of a new PresidentElect Apprentice.
We sincerely hope you will give serious thought to filling out and sending in an
application for the President-Elect Apprentice position. Interest in the leadership of
Music EdVentures is vital for our survival. A majority of our charter members have
retired and moved on to other endeavors AND it is time for our younger members to
breathe new life into our group. So, if you care about the existence of Music
EdVentures and the spreading of the SongWork approach and what it does for
teachers and children, we need to know of your interest in serving in this
capacity. If you have questions about this position, please contact any of the
presidential team members.
Below you will find an explanation of what taking on this position would entail. Also
below you will find an application form for this position.

Job Description of President-Elect Apprentice (PEA)
1. Serve on the Conference Planning Committee preparing to lead as
Chair of the Conference Planning Committee the following year.
2. Participate in Presidential Team communications to learn the
operations of the organization.
3. Serve as a non-voting member of the Presidential Team and of the
Board of Directors.
4. Act as Secretary during Presidential Team meeting/discussions.
5. Become President-Elect after one-year service as apprentice.

President-Elect Apprentice Application Form
I_______________________________________ wish to be considered
for the position of Music EdVentures President-Elect Apprentice.
I realize that if selected for this position and if I accept, I will be making
a four-year leadership commitment to this organization, one year for each
of the following:
• President-Elect Apprentice,
• President-Elect (which includes planning our annual conference),
• President
• Immediate-Past President
Write a brief essay including the following information:
1. Your teaching experiences,
2. Your leadership experience,
3.Why you would like to serve Music EdVentures in this capacity.

Signed_________________________________

Date________________

By June 15, 2013 send this signed form along with your essay to:
Marilyn Winter
Nominations Committee Chair
10213 W. Bolivar, Sun City, AZ 85351
wintermf@aol.com
Thank you for considering this application,
Marilyn Winter
Nominations Chair

The Purpose of Music EdVentures,
Inc. is to search for and practice
ways of making music and
interacting with people that preserve
and celebrate the dignity of both. As
a guiding principle, this purpose will
focus our work on:
1. Practices that foster
interactive, facilitative
learning environments.
2. Strategies that empower the
learner within the context of
music experience and study.
3. Networks that encourage
collaboration between
diverse disciplines,
professionals, and interest
groups.

MEI Officers
President
Judy Fjell, MT
President-Elect
Terolle Turnham, MN
President-Elect Apprentice
Leah Steffen, MN
Past President
Marilyn Winter, AZ
Secretary
Betty Phillips, OR
Treasurer
Anna Langness, CO
Board of Directors
Yuriko Ishikawa, Japan
Annette Coffin, Canada
Vicky Suarez, TX
Janice Crawley, MT
Esther Campbell, WA
Outreach Chair
Kari Wendroth, MN
Website Chair
Pam Vellutini, OR
Newsletter Chair
Anna Langness, CO
Academic Coordinator
Pam Bridgehouse, OR
2013 Conference Planning
Co-Chair
Terolle Turnham, MN
Anne Mendenhall, MN

2013 MEI CONFERENCE
April 4, 5, 6
Minneapolis, MN

Visit the MEI Website
www.musicedventures.org
Read articles, get ideas, and learn more
about Music EdVentures, Inc. -a great way to teach and a fun way to learn!

Support the Mission of MEI
with your membership dues!
$45 Regular $75 Sustaining $100 Patron $20 Student

Make checks payable to MEI (USD)
Include your name, address, phone and email.
Send to Anna Langness, Treas.
1179 Lilac St.
Broomfield, CO 80020

News and Notes is the monthly communication of Music

EdVentures, Inc. (MEI). Regular features will keep members
and friends up to date on coming events and the latest
teaching techniques, tips and strategies. Submissions are
due on the 15th of the month prior to publication and may
be submitted months in advance, indicating the month in
which they are to be published. The committee reserves
the right to select material to be published according to
length and appropriateness. Articles should be 200-325
words. Visuals should be scanned and submitted as PDF or
jpeg files.Submissions may be sent to
alangness@comcast.net and may be edited to
accommodate space limitations.

